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L
ight manipulation at subwavelength
scales benefits from interactions with
electronic excitations, ranging from

extended modes in micrometer-sized opti-
cal cavities down to transitions in weakly
coupled atoms and small molecules. Some-
where in between, the collective electron
oscillations known as plasmons1 offer the
advantage of being robust and providing
fairly strong light confinement and optical
field enhancement, which have triggered a
plethora of applications,2 for example, in
optical sensing,3,4 cancer therapy,5,6 and
catalysis.7,8 Recently, a large deal of work
has been devoted to finding materials
with improved plasmonic performance and
fast tunability,9 including the use of super-
conductors in the sub-THz regime10 and
conductive oxides in the visible and near-
infrared.11 However, these materials involve
cryogenic environments and demanding
syntheses. The electronic nature of plas-
mons suggests electrical tunability as a natural
route toward integrable, fast plasmon

modulation, but conventional plasmonic
materials such as gold and silver can only
undergo mild tuning through massive
charging.12,13

In this context, graphene has emerged as
a promising tunable material capable of
sustaining plasmons when it is electrically
charged.14 The plasmon energy strongly
depends on the concentration of charge
carriers. With no states at the Fermi level
in its neutral form,14 a moderate concentra-
tion of doping charge carriers n can signifi-
cantly raise the Fermi energy to high values
relative to theDiracpoint (e.g.,EF=pvF(πn)

1/2=
0.5 eV for n = 2 � 1013 cm�2, where
vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity in the
carbon layer). Plasmons can then exist up to
an energy ∼EF, beyond which they are
strongly quenched by interband electronic
transitions.15,16 Evidence for graphene plas-
mons and their electrical tunability has been
recently obtained in ribbons through THz17,18

and mid-infrared19 absorption spectrosco-
pies, as well as through direct mid-infrared
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ABSTRACT Graphene has emerged as an outstanding material

for optoelectronic applications due to its high electronic mobility and

unique doping capabilities. Here we demonstrate electrical tun-

ability and hybridization of plasmons in graphene nanodisks and

nanorings down to 3.7 μm light wavelength. By electrically doping

patterned graphene arrays with an applied gate voltage, we observe

radical changes in the plasmon energy and strength, in excellent

quantitative agreement with rigorous analytical theory. We further

show evidence of an unexpected increase in plasmon lifetime with growing energy. Plasmon hybridization and electrical doping in nanorings of suitably

chosen nanoscale dimensions are key elements for bringing the optical response of graphene closer to the near-infrared, where it can provide a robust,

integrable platform for light modulation, switching, and sensing.
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near-field spatial mapping.20,21 Further evidence of
THz interacting plasmons has been reported in gra-
phene disks and rings of fixed intrinsic doping.18,22,23

Control over the damping of plasmons in a gold/
graphene nanostructure has also been realized down
to 3 μm wavelength.24

In this article, we demonstrate control over the
plasmons of graphene nanostructures through both
electrical doping and plasmon hybridization. The for-
mer enables fast control over the plasmonwavelength,
whereas the latter allows us to operate down to a
wavelength of 3.7 μm for the antibonding modes of
narrow nanorings patterned with ∼20 nm spatial
resolution (see below). The versatility of this approach
can be readily extended to yield tunable plasmons in
the near-infrared, provided a sufficient spatial resolu-
tion is achieved in the fabrication process.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We electrically dope graphene nanodisks by sand-
wiching them in a double-electrode configuration, as
shown in Figure 1A (see Materials and Methods). We
first explore arrays of nanodisks for simultaneously

achieving electrical and geometrical tuning of their
dipolar plasmons. A characteristic graphene sample is
shown in the SEM image of Figure 1B, consisting of a
monodisperse disk array. Themeasured spectra of light
reflected on this device, which probes a large number
of disks (spot size ∼10 μm), exhibit extinction peaks
produced by the excitation of nanodisk plasmons
(Figure 1C,D, solid curves). For fixed disk size and
spacing (50 and 120 nm, respectively, Figure 1C), both
the plasmon energy and strength increase with ap-
plied voltage. This clearly demonstrates plasmon tun-
ability through electrical gating. Likewise, the plasmon
energy decreases with increasing disk size (Figure 1D),
thus showing a characteristic red shift when considering
larger structures, eventually reaching the far-infrared in
micrometer-sized graphene disks.18,22

In order to better understand the observed spectra,
we carry out electromagnetic simulations for the same
structures as in the experimental samples. Under the
safe assumption of small disks compared with the light
wavelength,wefind closed-formanalytical expressions for
the extinction. Although these are rather involved (see
Materials and Methods), the main plasmon characteristics

Figure 1. Electrical and geometrical tunability of graphene nanodisk plasmons. (A) Scheme of the devices used in our study,
consisting of an ITO-coated silica substrate (4), on top of whichwe pattern an array of graphene nanodisks (3), which is in turn
covered with ion gel (2).25 A bias potential is applied between the ITO and a gold contact (1) to electrically dope the disks
through the ion gel. (B) SEM image of a characteristic graphene sample. (C) Measured (solid curves) and calculated (dashed
curves from local RPA and dotted curves fromDrude; see text) extinction spectra of a 50 nmdisk array under different applied
voltagesΔV. Thedoping level is quantified through the Fermi energy EF (see text). (D) Experimental and theoretical spectra for
fixed doping (EF = 0.61 eV) and varying disk diameter (indicated by labels from 50 to 190 nm). The extinction is given in % of
the difference between regions with and without graphene.
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are contained in the disk polarizability, which near a
plasmon resonance (labeled l) reduces to

R(ω) � D3 Al

2Ll
ε1 þ ε2

� iωD

σ(ω)

(1)

Here, D is the disk diameter, ω is the light frequency,
σ is the graphene conductivity, ε1 and ε2 are the
dielectric constants of the ion gel and the ITO films
(see Materials and Methods) defining the interface
on which the disks are sitting, and the constants Al
and Ll are independent of frequency and disk size but
depend on the symmetry of the plasmon under con-
sideration. Furthermore, Al and Ll are independent of
both the dielectric environment and the exact form of
σ (see Materials and Methods). These constants are
determined once and for all from boundary-element
method calculations,26 treating the graphene as a thin
conductor.27 For the lowest-order dipolar disk plasmon
(l = 1), we find A1 = 0.65 and L1 = 12.5. With these
universal parameters for disks of any composition, our
analytical theory renders thedashed curves of Figure 1C,D,
using a local RPA model for the conductivity.27,28

The plasmon lifetime τ is estimated from the measured
DC mobility (μ = 780 cm2/V 3 s), using the impurity-
limited approximation given by τ = μEF/evF

2.16 Besides,
the doping carrier density n is obtained from the applied
voltage difference ΔV between the gold and the ITO
contacts, referred to as the neutrality point, through the
linear relation n = CΔV/e, where the effective capac-
itance density of the device C = 2.49 μF/cm2 is the only
fitting parameter in this article (see Materials and
Methods). With this value of C, we obtain the Fermi
energies shown by labels in Figure 1 and also the cal-
culated spectra shown by broken curves. Theory and
experiment agree remarkably well both in spectral shape
and in the strength and energy of the plasmons. Speci-
fically, the complex dependence of the plasmon strength
on disk size for fixed EF (Figure 1D) is successfully cap-
turedby the simple expressionof eq1, taking intoaccount
the disk spacings on the different samples (see Materials
and Methods). Incidentally, for the relatively low photon
energies under consideration (pω, EF), the simple Drude
model for the conductivity, σ(ω) = [e2/(πp2)]iEF/(ωþ iτ�1),
works extremely well, as shown by the dotted curves in

Figure 2. Bonding and antibonding hybridized plasmons in graphene nanorings. (A) Calculated plasmon-induced charges
and energies showing the hybridization betweendisk and hole plasmons in a graphene nanodisk. (B) SEM images of nanoring
samples for two different outer diameters. (C) Measured extinction spectra for fixed inner diameter (60 nm) and different
outer diameters, as shown by labels. The edge-to-edge separation between disks is twice the outer diameter in all cases. (D)
Calculated spectra under the conditions of (C). The Fermi energy (applied voltage) in (C) and (D) is EF = 0.8 eV (ΔV = 3 eV). The
extinction is given in % of the difference between regions with and without graphene.
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Figure 1C,D. This model, combined with eq 1, predicts a
plasmon energy of pωp ≈ e(2L1EF/π(ε1 þ ε2)D)

1/2, in
excellent correspondence with the diameter dependence
of the data shown in Figure 1D.
An additional knob with which to tailor graphene

plasmons is provided by hybridization,29 which we
explore in Figure 2 for nanorings. In a ring, the disk
dipole plasmon can interact with the plasmon of a
hole, producing bonding (low-energy) and antibond-
ing (high-energy) hybridized states, as we show in
Figure 2A.We test this concept by patterning graphene
ring arrays of fixed inner diameter (60 nm) but varying
outer diameter. SEM images of two samples are shown
in Figure 2B. The resulting extinction spectra (Figure 2C)
show a bonding plasmon at nearly constant energy
slightly below 0.1 eV, accompanied by an antibonding
plasmon displaying a dramatic blue shift as the ring
becomes narrower. This behavior is well reproduced by
our theorywith a single choiceof Fermi energy EF =0.8 eV
for all spectra (Figure2D). Interestingly, theantisymmetric
charge alignment across the ring for the antibonding
state pushes this mode toward relatively high energy
∼0.33 eV. Actually, the antibonding plasmon reaches the
near-infrared at 2.8 μm wavelength for rings of 80 nm
outer diameter (see Materials and Methods), for which
even minor fabrication imperfections can significantly
modify ensemblemeasurements of this kind (notice that
both theobservedbonding andantibonding features are
decreasing in strength with decreasing ring size; this is in
contrast to the behavior predicted by theory for the
antibonding mode, presumably as a result of the degra-
dationof thequality of the rings as they aremade smaller;
cf. the two images of Figure 2B).
The lifetime of disk plasmons is in excellent agree-

ment with the impurity-limited DC estimate (Figure 3,
EF = 0.61 eV data and gray dashed line). However, the
observed bonding plasmon lifetimes for rings, obtained
from Figure 2C and represented in Figure 3 (open squares
around 0.1 eV), are subtantially reduced due to morpho-
logical plasmon shifts that are captured as an increased
broadening in our ensemble measurements. Importantly,
the observed lifetimes are clearly longer for the higher
energy antibonding features than for the bondingmodes.
For the quality of the graphene used in the experiments,
with a mobility μ = 780 cm2/V 3 s, the main source of
decoherence is scattering from impurities. Our data in-
dicate that this mechanism is overestimated in the DC
impurity model (Figure 3, black dashed line) and increas-
ingly so as the photon energy gets higher. This is con-
sistent with the expected behavior of the coupling matrix
elements between the plasmons and electron�hole pair
excitationsmediated by impurity scattering, which should
decrease in strength with increasing plasmon energy.
However, the presented series of measured lifetimes is
incomplete, as it is constructed from the available ob-
served plasmons, so that it has a gap between 0.1 and
0.2 eV. From the above argument, it seems plausible that

the lifetime increases with plasmon energy from ∼40 fs
at 0.1 eV to∼120 fs in the data point slightly below 0.2 eV.
Above 0.2 eV, we observe what seems to be a departure
from this growing trend in the lifetime, which is compa-
tible with the presence of additional losses produced by
coupling to optical phonons, although this reduction is
smaller than estimated from the Kubo formula16 (Figure 3,
solid curve). The resulting quality factors (Q = plasmon
energy dividedbyplasmonwidth, Figure 3, right scale) are
well above what is expected for gold plasmons in small
particles (seeMaterials and Methods), as estimated from
the measured lifetime of ∼9.3 fs.30 Finite size correc-
tions are expected to be much more important for the
antibonding plasmon, which predominantly involves
charge oscillations across the ring wall, than for the
bonding plasmon, which involves charge oscillations
along the whole ring structure (see charge insets in
Figure 2A). Interestingly, in the present system, the
electron mean free path vFτ is around 50 nm, which is
larger than the width of the ring walls of the smallest
rings in the experiment.

CONCLUSIONS

Localized graphene plasmons decay primarily by
producing electron�hole pairs, which can have poten-
tial application in infrared light harvesting and spectral
photodetection.31 The extraordinary light confinement
of these plasmons (the studied nanodisks are over 100
times smaller than the incident light wavelength) has
great potential for molecular sensing based upon en-
hanced infrared absorption. These properties benefit
from the electrical tunability of graphene, which, as
demonstrated in our study, provides an unprecedent-
edly direct approach to full lightmodulation and optical
switching down to 3.7 μm wavelength and below.

Figure 3. Graphene plasmon lifetime and quality factor.
Measured plasmon lifetime (left vertical scale) determined
from thewidth of the spectral features in Figure 1D (τexp,0.61,
EF = 0.61 eV, open triangles) and Figure 2C (τexp,0.8, EF =
0.8 eV, open squares) and compared with both the lifetime
estimated from the measured DC mobility μ = 780 cm2/V 3 s
(τDC = μEF/evF

2, dashed lines) and the correction to the lifetime
producedbyexcitationofoptical phonons (τDCþph, solidcurve,
adapted from ref 16). Themeasured quality factor of graphene
plasmons (Qexp, solid symbols, right scale) is compared with
thatofnanostructuredgold (QAu, dot-dashedcurve), estimated
from the gold bulk decoherence time τAu ≈ 9.3 fs.30
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Additionally, graphene plasmons can be tuned toward
higher energies by using other shapes containing nar-
rower structures, such as tapered ribbons, and also by

increasing the level of doping,32 thus extending the
optical tunability of graphene toward spectral regions of
interest for communications and data processing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation, Electrical Doping, and Optical Characterization.

High-quality large-area graphene films were grown using an
optimized liquid precursor chemical vapor deposition method,33

determined to be single-layer through Raman measurements,
transferred onto an ITO/oxide/Si substrate (20 nm ITO film
sputtered on a commercial 285 nm oxidized Si on Si substrate),
patterned into nanodisk and nanoring arrays using electron-
beam lithography and 15 s oxygen plasma etching, and
covered with ion gel (∼100 nm thick film) following the
procedure described in ref 25. The ITO and ion gel layer
thicknesses were determined through ellipsometry. A top-
gate gold contact was fabricated on the ion gel layer (see
Figure 1A). The area of each array was about 20 � 20 μm2. We
fabricated arrays of disks with the following combinations of
diameter D and (center-to-center) lattice spacing a (values of
(D,a) in nm): (50,120), (70,150), (90,180), (110,200), (130,250),
(150,300), (170,350), and (190,400). We also fabricated arrays of
rings with fixed 60 nm inner diameter, outer diameters in the
100�220 nm range, and center-to-center distance equal to
three times the outer diameter in each case. We confirmed that
the mobility of unpatterned graphene areas was 2100 and
780 cm2/V 3 s before and after ion gel deposition, respec-
tively, in accordance with literature.34,35 Thanks to the high
capacitance density of the ion gel (fitted to 2.49 μF/cm2; see
next section), the Fermi energy of the graphene nanostruc-
ture could be tuned from 0.2 to 0.6 eV by applying a bias
voltage from 0.2 to 1.73 V between the top gold gate and the
ITO bottom gate. Wemeasured the reflected light intensities
in sample regions with (I1) and without (I2) graphene using
a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker v80v)
coupled to an infrared microscope (36� objective) under
ambient conditions. This directly yielded extinction spectra
given by 1 � I1/I2.

Determination of the Capacitance Density. The effective capaci-
tance density C is the only fitting parameter in this paper. The
rest of the electrical and geometrical parameters were deter-
mined from experimental measurements (see above), whereas
dielectric data were taken from the literature (see next
paragraph). In determining C, it was assumed that we were in
the linear electrostatic doping regime, so that the charge carrier
density was given by n = CΔV/e, where ΔV was the potential
applied between the gold and ITO electrodes (referred to the
charge-neutrality point), which was varied between 0.2 and
3.0 V (see specific values in Figures 1 and 2). The latter was
determined from I�V characterization measurements. The
Fermi energy was related to n through EF = pvF(πn)

1/2,14 where
vF = 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity. We obtained a value of C =
2.49 μF/cm2 by adjusting it to achieve the best overall fit
between the extinction measurements and the calculated
spectra. The calculations were performed using the theoretical
model that we describe in next paragraph. This value of C is on
the same order of magnitude as that found in previous reports
for similar devices.34,35 It is remarkable that a single value of C
correctly yields the position of the observed maxima and the
relative height of the peaks for both disks and rings, as well as
the widths of the plasmons for disks (as determined from the
measured mobility).

Theoretical Model. The graphene disks and rings examined in
this work have diameters much smaller than the light wave-
length at which they support plasmons (37 to several hundred
times smaller for the geometrical and doping parameters
considered here). This allows us to safely describe each of them
in the electrostatic limit. The graphene lies at the interface
between ion gel and ITO media. It is then useful to write a
self-consistent equation for the scalar electric potential φ

(associated with the electric field upon illumination at

frequency ω) in the plane of the disk/ring as

φ(R) ¼ φext(R)þ 2
ε1 þ ε2

� �
i

ω

Z
d2R0

jR � R0j r
0
3 σ(R

0 ,ω)r0φ(R0)

(2)

where φ
ext is the external potential (incident light), R is the

coordinate vector in the plane of the graphene, σ(R,ω) is the
position and frequency-dependent 2D conductivity of the
carbon layer, and an exp(�iωt) time dependence is understood.
The integral in eq 2 represents the potential produced by
the induced charges, expressed in terms of the induced current
j = �σ3φ through the continuity equation as (�i/ω)3 3 j. The
factor of 2/(ε1þ ε2) rigorously corrects the 1/r Coulomb potential
in free space to account for the effect of the dielectrics when the
charges are placed right at a planar interface. We work within the
local approximation, which works well for structures wider than a
few tens of nanometers.36 We further assume an effective homo-
geneous doping of the disk/ring,37 so that σ(R,ω) = f(R)σ(ω),
where f(R) is anoccupation function that is 1 on thegraphene area
and vanishes elsewhere. At this point, we introduce the dimen-
sionless coordinate vector θB = R/D, where D is the disk (or outer
ring) diameter. Incorporating these elements in eq 2, we find

φ(θB) ¼ φext(θB)þ η

Z
d2θB

0

jθB � θB
0j
r0

3 f (θB
0
)r0φ(θB

0
) (3)

where

η ¼ iσ(ω)
ωD

2
ε1 þ ε2

(4)

is a dimensionless parameter. In the absence of external fields, eq 3
reduces to a Hermitian eigensystem of real eigenvalues 1/ηl, some
of which are associated with plasmons of the disk/ring. The self-
consistent potential that solves eq 3 can thus be expressed as a sum
over the corresponding eigenfunctions φl. It is important to stress
that this eigenvalue problem has a pure geometrical form, inde-
pendent of the graphene response, which is fully contained in the
parameterη (i.e., the real constantsηl are independent of thequality
of the graphene, the level of doping, the frequency, and the size of
the disk/ring). They only depend on the geometry, andwe calculate
themonceand for all for adiskandalso foreach ratioof the inner-to-
outer diameter ratio in the rings (see Table 1).

We further assume that the disks/rings are sufficiently far
away from each other to safely be described through their
dipolar polarizability R. Using the noted eigenfunction expan-
sion, we find, after some algebra,

R(ω) ¼ D3∑
l

Al

2Ll
ε1 þ ε2

� iωD

σ(ω)

(5)

where Al are real positive geometry-dependent (but size- and
material-independent) expansion coefficients and Ll = �1/ηl.
These dimensionless constants are listed in Table 1 for the relevant
modes in the disks/rings studied in this work, characterized by Ll >
0 values. (Incidentally, small variations of the parameters listed in
this table arepossibledependingon the ratioof the thickness used
for the graphene, which we fix here to 0.5 nm.) In particular, the
disks are modeled using just the lowest-order dipolar plasmon,
whereas for the rings, l runs over their two plasmons of bonding
and antibonding nature. Other resonances exist outside the
studied energy range, supplemented by nonresonant modes
associated with Ll < 0, which contribute to a background
polarizability that turns out to be negligible, as we show next.

The accuracy of this polarizability model is illustrated in
Figure 4. The solid curve is the extinction cross section σext of
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one of the rings calculated from Maxwell's equations, using the
boundary-element method26 and modeling the graphene as a
thin film, as explained in refs 27 and 38. The dashed curve
corresponds to the analytical model

σext ¼ 4πkImfRg (6)

where k =ω/c is the free-space light wave vector and R is given
by eq 5.We obtain excellent agreement between numerical and
analytical calculations by adjusting the parameters Al and Ll
associated with the bonding and antibonding features to the
values shown in Table 1 for Din/Dout = 60/160 = 0.375.

The reflection (r) and transmission (t) coefficients of the ε1/ε2
interface decorated with the disk/ring array are then obtained
by extending the method described in ref 31. For light incident
from medium 1, we find

for s and p polarizations, where

are the Fresnel coefficients of the graphene-free interface,

k^j = (k2εj � k )

2 þ i0þ)1/2 (with Im{k^j} > 0) and k ) = k sin θ are
the perpendicular and parallel components of the wave vector
in media j = 1,2 for an angle of incidence θ (θ = 0 in this work),
a is the lattice period, A is the area of the unit cell, and g

is a dimensionless constant that depends on the lattice sym-
metry. For the hexagonal arrays under consideration, we
have A =

√
3a2/2 and g = 5.52. Because the spacing is much

smaller than the light wavelength, we neglect diffracted beams
(i.e., we assume that k ) = 0 is conserved across the interface).

Finally, we calculate the reflection and transmission co-
efficients of the entire structure using a Fabry�Perot-type
model39 to include the silica layer (285 nm), the Si substrate,
and the interface between ion gel (100 nm) and air, as well
as the one between ITO (20 nm) and silica. Other dielectric
and geometrical parameters are given in the experimental
paragraphs.

Dielectric Parameters. We have used tabulated optical data for
Si,40 whereas the ion gel is described by a nondispersive
permittivity ε = 1.82.41 For oxidized Si, we assume a constant
ε = 2.1, as signatures of silica optical phonons are not observed
either in the spectra of Figures 1 and 2 or in the reflectivity that
we have additionally measured from a bare oxidized Si sub-
strate. We attribute the lack of well-defined phonons to the
complex chemical structure of the oxidized Si, possibly invol-
ving a complex fine mixture of different oxide states that
present local variations with respect to the stoichiometry of
silica. The optical response of ITO deserves further discussion:
thick ITO films have been reported to exhibit metallic behavior
in the mid-infrared, but a severe depletion of charge carrier
concentration has been reported as the film is made thinner,
down by a factor of 3 at 150 nm;42 our ITO film is considerably
thinner (∼20 nm), and therefore, we expect an even more
dramatic reduction in charge carriers; this is consistent with
the fact that we have measured only an average 15% change in
reflectance in the mid-infrared range when our ∼20 nm ITO
film is deposited on the oxidized Si substrate, thus indicating
that the ITO does not have a high concentration of charge
carriers, and therefore, the real part of the permittivity must be
still positive and the imaginary part small. Additionally, the film
was annealed at 475 �C under a pressure of 350 mTorr after
evaporation; this process is expected to change the optical
properties of the film from those of crystalline ITO. From these
considerations, we have adopted for the ITO permittivity a
value observed in the near-infrared, ε = 2.3 þ 0.5i, which is
supplemented by a small imaginary part to phenomenologi-
cally account for mid-infrared losses due to a small concentra-
tion of charge carriers.

Description of the Graphene. We describe the local, frequency-
dependent graphene conductivity σ(ω) in the zero-parallel
wave vector limit of the random-phase approximation (local
RPA), including the effect of finite temperature (T = 300 K). More
precisely43

σ(ω) ¼ 2e2T
πp

i

ωþ iτ�1
log[2cosh(EF=2kBT )]

þ e2

4p
H(ω=2)þ 4iω

π

Z ¥

0
dε

H(ε) � H(ω=2)
ω2 � 4ε2

� �
(7)

Figure 4. Accuracy of the polarizabilitymodel. We show the
normal-incidence extinction cross section of a free-standing
graphene ring of Dout = 160 nm (Din = 60 nm) outer (inner)
diameter, calculated by solving Maxwell's equations using
the local RPA conductivity of eq 7 (solid curve), as compared
with the analytical model of eqs 5 and 6 (dashed curve). The
Fermi energy and the mobility are fixed to EF = 0.8 eV and
μ = 780 cm2/V s, respectively. The cross section is normal-
ized to the graphene area π(Dout

2 �Din
2 )/4.

TABLE 1. Universal Geometrical Constants Entering

Equation 5, Calculated for the Relevant Disk and Ring

Modes Described in This Worka

mode Din/Dout Ll Al

disk dipole NA 12.5 0.65
ring (bonding) 0.273 11.7 0.45

0.333 10.3 0.42
0.375 9.5 0.39
0.429 8.5 0.36
0.5 7.3 0.32
0.6 5.8 0.26
0.75 4.0 0.17

ring (antibonding) 0.273 46 0.14
0.333 47 0.17
0.375 48 0.18
0.429 50 0.19
0.5 55 0.19
0.6 64 0.17
0.75 87 0.12

a For the rings, the values depend on the ratio of inner-to-outer diameters Din/Dout.
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where

H(ε) ¼ sinh(pε=kBT)
cosh(EF=kBT)þ cosh(pε=kBT)

We have used this local RPA response to obtain the dashed
curves of Figure 1 and the theory of Figure 2. The dephasing
time used in the calculated spectra is estimated from the
measured DC mobility of our samples (μ = 780 cm2/V 3 s)
through the expression τ = μp(nπ)1/2/evF,

16 where vF = 106 m/s
is the Fermi velocity of graphene, andn= (EF/pvF)

2/π is the charge
carrier density.14

Simpler analytical expressions are obtained by neglecting
both interband transitions (second term in eq 7) and the effect
of temperature (T = 0). Under these approximations, the con-
ductivity of eq 7 reduces to the Drude model

σ(ω) ¼ e2EF

πp2
i

ωþ iτ�1
(8)

which only describes intraband transitions. We have used the
Drude model to obtain the dotted curves of Figure 1.

Analytical Expression for the Plasmon Energies. The plasmons
correspond to the solutions of eq 3 in the absence of external
fields, which are signaled by the condition η = ηl. Introducing
eq 4 into this expression, and using eq 8 for σ (Drudemodel), we
find the plasmon frequencies

ωl ¼ e

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2LlEF

π(ε1 þ ε2)D

r
� i

2τ
(9)

where the last term is imaginary and accounts for the finite
plasmon lifetime τ. Plasmon frequencies for disks/rings can be
readily obtained from eq 9 by plugging the values of Ll listed in
Table 1. This expression shows that both the level of doping (EF)
and the size of the structure (D) can be used to tune the
frequency. This is in contrast to conventional noble metal
nanoparticles, for which similar levels of doping as used in
graphene (i.e., similar surface carrier densities n) produce insig-
nificant effects, and the plasmon energy is size-independent
when the diameter is much smaller than the wavelength (i.e., in
the absence of retardation effects) and above the cutoff of
nonlocal effects (at ∼10 nm in gold and silver44).

Near-Infrared Plasmons in Narrow Rings. We plot in Figure 5
calculated spectra for rings of 80 and 100 nm outer diameter,
corresponding to ring widths of 10 and 20 nm, respectively. The
100 nm rings are the smallest ones that we have measured, for
which theory and experiment are in good agreement, as shown
in Figure 2 under the same doping conditions as considered in
Figure 5. The 80 nm rings, which are within the range of validity
of our theory (narrower rings require incorporating quantum
finite-size effects36), exhibit an antibonding plasmon feature
at an energy of 0.44 eV (i.e., a wavelength of 2.8 μm). This
confirms that highly doped, narrow graphene structures can
confine near-infrared plasmons, thus posing the challenge of a

demanding, but feasible, fabrication precision to reduce size-
dispersion effects.

Quality Factor of Plasmons in Au Nanostructures. Ignoring nonlocal
effects, a small gold particle (i.e., sufficiently small to neglect
retardation) can be approximately described by a Drude di-
electric function ε(ω) = εb � ωp

2/ω(ω þ iγ), where εb = 9, pωp =
9 eV, and pγ = 0.07 eV (i.e., τ = 1/γ = 9.3 fs), as deduced from
optical data.30 In the electrostatic limit, the plasmon resonances
are obtained by equating ε(ω) = C, where C is a real number that
depends on the geometry and the permittivity of the host. From
this equation, we find the plasmon frequency to be ω = (ωp

2/
(εb� C)� γ2/4)1/2� iγ/2, and since γ, Re{ω}, we can approx-
imateω=ωp/(εb�C)1/2� iγ/2. That is, Im{ω} (and therefore the
plasmon lifetime, as well) is independent of particle shape
under these approximations.
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